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1 THUNDERGP OVERVIEW
Generally, a complete design process of an FPGA-accelerated graph application mainly contains
two phases: 1) accelerator customization for the graph algorithm; 2) accelerator deployment and
execution (preprocessing graphs and scheduling graphs). ThunderGP aims to ease the burden of
both phases for developers by providing a holistic solution from high-level hardware-oblivious
APIs to execution on the hardware platform.

Developers only need to write high-level specifications of the target graph algorithm. From these
specifications, ThunderGP automatically generates the actual hardware accelerator that scales
to FPGA platforms with multiple SLRs, such as Xilinx Alveo U50, Alveo U200, Alveo U250 and
VCU1525.

1.1 ThunderGP Building Blocks
Figure 1 shows the overview of ThunderGP. We shall illustrate the main building blocks of Thun-
derGP as follows.
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Fig. 1. The overview of ThunderGP.

Accelerator template. The build-in accelerator template provides a general and efficient architec-
ture with high parallelism and efficient memory accesses for many graph algorithms expressed
by the GAS model (details of the GAS model in Appendix A). Together with the high-level APIs,
it abstracts away the hardware design details for developers and eases the generation of efficient
accelerators for graph processing.
Accelerator generation. The automated accelerator generation produces synthesizable accelera-
tors with unleashing the full potentials of the underlying FPGA platform especially FPGAs with
multiple SLRs. In addition to the build-in accelerator template, it takes the user-defined functions



(UDFs) of the scatter, the gather, and the apply stages of the graph algorithm (step ①) and the
model of the underlying FPGA platform (e.g., VCU1525) (step ②) from developers as inputs. The
synthesizable accelerator is generated by effective heuristics which fit a suitable number of kernels
to fully utilize the memory bandwidth from multiple memory channels of multi-SLR while avoiding
the placement of kernels across SLRs. After that, it invokes the development environment for
compilation (including synthesis and implementation) of the accelerator.
Graph partitioning and scheduling. ThunderGP adopts a vertical partitioning method based on
destination vertex without introducing heavy preprocessing operations such as edge-sorting [1–4]
to enable vertex buffering with on-chip RAMs. The developer passes the graph dataset to the API
for graph partitioning (step ③). The partition size is set automatically by the system regarding the
generated accelerator architecture. Subsequently, the partition scheduling method slices partitions
into chunks, estimates the execution time of each chunk of partitions by a polynomial regression
model based estimator and then searches an optimal scheduling plan through a greedy algorithm.

Finally, through ThunderGP’s APIs, the accelerator image is configured to the FPGA, partitions
and partition scheduling plan are sent to the global memory of the FPGA platform. The generated
accelerator is invoked in a push-button manner on the CPU-FPGA platform for performance
improvement.

Table 1. Acc-APIs (user defined functions).

APIs Parameters Return Description

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝_𝑡 scatterFunc vertex property, edge property. update value Calculates update value for destination vertices
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝_𝑡 gatherFunc update tuple, destination vertices. accumulated property Accumulates update values for destination vertices
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝_𝑡 applyFunc vertex property∗, outdegree∗, etc∗. latest vertex property Updates vertex properties for next iteration

Table 2. Host-APIs (system provided).

APIs & Parameters Description

graphPartition (graph_t * graphFile) Partitions the large-scale graphs with the partition size determined automatically
schedulingPlan (string * graphName) Generates the fine-grained scheduling plan of different partitions
graphPreProcess (graph_t * graphFile) Combines the graphPartition, the schedulingPlan, and the data transfer functions
acceleratorInit (string * accName) Initializes the device environment and configures the bitstream to the FPGA
acceleratorRunSuperStep (string * graphName) Processes all of the partitions for one iteration (super step)
acceleratorRead (string * accName)) Reads results back to the host and releases all the dynamic resources

1.2 ThunderGP APIs
ThunderGP provides two sets of C++ based APIs: accelerator APIs (Acc-APIs) for customizing
accelerators for graph algorithms and Host-APIs for accelerator deployment and execution.
Acc-APIs. Acc-APIs are user-defined function (UDF) APIs for representing graph algorithms with
the GAS model without touching accelerator details, as shown in Table 1. The type of vertex
property (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝_𝑡 ) should be defined at first. For the scatter stage and the gather stage, developers
write functions with the scatterFunc and the gatherFunc, respectively. As the apply stage may
require various inputs, developers could define parameters through ThunderGP pragmas (e.g.,
"#pragma ThunderGP DEF_ARRAY A" will add the array A as function’s parameter) and then write
the processing logic of the applyFunc.
Host-APIs. As shown in Table 2, developers could pass the graph dataset to the graphPartition
API for graph partitioning and generate the scheduling plan through the schedulingPlan API. In
order to simplify the invocation of the generated accelerator, ThunderGP further encapsulates the
device management functions in the Xilinx Runtime Library [5] for accelerator initialization, data
movement between accelerator and host, and execution control.



2 ACCELERATOR TEMPLATE
The accelerator template is equipped with efficient dataflow and many application-oriented op-
timizations, which essentially guarantees the superior performance of various graph algorithms
mapped with ThunderGP. We shall elaborate the details in the next.
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Fig. 2. The overview of the accelerator template.

2.1 Architecture Overview
The overview of the accelerator template is shown in Figure 2, where the arrows connectingmodules
indicate the HLS streams [6]. The template exploits sufficient parallelism from the efficient pipeline
and multiple processing elements (PEs). The Scatter PEs access source vertices with application-
oriented memory optimizations (details in Section 2.3); meanwhile, the Gather PEs adopt large
capacity UltraRAMs (URAMs) for buffering destination vertices (details in Section 2.4). The Apply
PEs adopt memory coalescing and burst read optimizations. Besides, the template embraces two
timing optimizations for high frequency (details in Section 2.5).
Pipelined scatter and gather. The state-of-the-art design [2] with vertical partitioning follows
the BSP execution model to benefit from on-chip data buffering for both source and destination
vertices. The scatter stage first processes edge lists of all partitions and stores update tuples in
the global memory. Then the gather stage loads all the update tuples and processes them. Instead,
ThunderGP adopts pipelined execution for the scatter stage and the gather stage with buffering
only destination vertices in on-chip RAMs, which eliminates the write and read of the update tuple
to the global memory. As one edge produces one update tuple, this method significantly reduces
the accesses to the global memory. As a result, ThunderGP accesses source vertices directly from
the global memory. In order to achieve high memory access efficiency, we carefully apply four
memory optimizations for the scatter stage (details in Section 2.3).
Multiple PEs with shuffle. ThunderGP adopts multiple PEs for the scatter, the gather, and the
apply stages to improve throughput. Specifically, Gather PEs process distinctive ranges of the vertex
set to maximize the size of the partition. The 𝑖𝑡ℎ Gather PE buffers and processes the destination
vertex with the identifier (𝑣𝑖𝑑) of 𝑣𝑖𝑑 mod 𝑀 = 𝑖 , where𝑀 is the total number of PEs in the gather
stage. Compared to PEs buffering the same vertices [7, 8], ThunderGP buffers more vertices on chip.
In order to dispatch multiple update tuples generated by the Scatter PEs to Gather PEs according to
their destination vertices in one clock cycle, ThunderGP adopts an OpenCL-based shuffling logic [9].
Though Gather PEs only process the edges whose destination vertex is in the local buffer and may
introduce workload imbalance among PEs, the observed variation of the number of edges processed
by Gather PEs is negligible, less than 7% on real-world graphs and 2% on synthetic graphs.
In order to ease the accelerator generation for various FPGA platforms, the numbers of PEs

(Scatter PE, Gather PE, and Apply PE), the buffer size in the gather stage, and the cache size in the
scatter stage (details in Section 2.3) are parameterized.



2.2 Data Flow
When processing a partition, the vertex set is firstly loaded into buffers (on-chip RAMs) of Gather
PEs with each owning an exclusive data range. Then multiple edges in the edge list with the format
of ⟨𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡,𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡⟩ are streamed into the scatter stage in one cycle. For each edge, source vertex
related properties will be fetched from the global memory with 𝑠𝑟𝑐 as the index, together with
the weight of the edge (𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ), to calculate the update value (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) for the destination vertex
(𝑑𝑠𝑡 ) according to the scatterFunc. The generated update tuples with the format of ⟨𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑑𝑠𝑡⟩ are
directly streamed into the shuffle stage, which dispatches them to corresponding Gather PEs in
parallel. The Gather PEs accumulate the value (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) for destination vertices which are buffered
in local buffers according to the gatherFunc. The buffered vertex set will be written to the global
memory once all the edges are processed. The apply stage updates all the vertices (multiple vertices
per cycle) for the next iteration according to the applyFunc.

2.3 Memory Access Optimizations
ThunderGP chooses not to buffer source vertices into on-chip RAMs not only because that enables
pipelined scatter and gather, but also because our memory optimizations could perfectly match the
access pattern of source vertices. Firstly, one source vertex may be accessed many times since it
may have many neighbours in a partition; therefore, a caching mechanism can be exploited for
data locality. Secondly, multiple Scatter PEs request source vertices simultaneously. The number of
memory requests can be reduced by coalescing the accesses to the same cache line. Thirdly, the
source vertices of edges are in ascending order; hence, the access address of the source vertices
is monotonically increasing. A prefetching strategy [10] can be used to hide the long memory
latency. Fourthly, the irregular graph structure leads to fluctuated throughput. With decoupling
the execution and access [11], the memory requests can be issued before the execution requires the
data, which further reduces the possibility of stalling the execution.
Figure 3 depicts the detailed architecture of the scatter stage, consisting of the src duplicator,

the memory request generator, the burst read engine, the cache, and the processing logic from
developers. During processing, multiple edges are streamed into the src duplicator module at
each clock cycle. The source vertices of the edges are duplicated for both the cache module and
the memory request generator module (step ①). The memory request generator module outputs
the necessary memory requests to the burst read engine module (step ②), which fetches the
corresponding properties of source vertices from the global memory into the cache module (step ③
and step④). The cache module returns the desired data to the Scatter PEs according to the duplicated
source vertices (step ⑤). Next, we describe the details of four memory optimization methods.
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Coalescing. The memory request generator module coalesces the accesses to source vertices from
multiple Scatter PEs into the granularity of a cache line (with the size of 512-bit on our test FPGAs).
Since the request address is monotonically increasing, it simply compares whether two consecutive
cache lines are the same or not. If they are the same, coalescing is performed; otherwise, the cache
line will be kept. Finally, the memory request generator sends the memory requests for the cache
lines which are not in the current cache (cache miss) to the burst read engine module (step ②).
Prefetching. We adopt the Next-N-Line Prefetching strategy [10], which prefetches successive 𝑁
cache lines from the current accessed cache line, and implement it in the burst read engine module
by reading the subsequent properties of source vertices from the global memory in burst (step ③).
The number of prefetched cache lines (𝑁 ) equals to the burst length divided by the size of the cache
line.
Access/execute decoupling. It is implemented by separating the architecture to the pipeline to
process edges (the execution pipeline, shown with blue arrows in Figure 3) and the pipeline to access
source vertices (the access pipeline, shown with orange arrows in Figure 3). The src duplicator
module and the cache module are used to synchronize two pipelines.
Caching. The cache module updates the on-chip RAMs (as a direct-mapped cache with tags being
the most significant k bits of the source vertex index) with the incoming cache lines (step ④)
and responds to requests from the execution pipeline by polling the on-chip RAMs (step ⑤). The
updating address is guaranteed to be ahead of the queried address to omit the conflicts. In order
to improve the parallelism of updating the cache, we partition the on-chip RAMs to multiple
chunks and slice the coming cache lines into multiple parts for updating different chunks in parallel.
Similarly, the cache polling is executed in parallel by duplicating the cache for each Scatter PE, as
shown in Figure 3.

2.4 Utilizing UltraRAMs
The latest FPGA generations (UltraScale+ families) adopt UltraRAM (URAM) [12] as a new memory
block to increase the on-chip storage. ThunderGP takes advantage of the large capacity URAMs for
buffering destination vertices in the Gather PEs through two optimizations. Firstly, the data width
of URAM with ECC protected [12] is 64-bit while the destination vertex is usually 32-bit. In order
to improve the utilization, we buffer two vertices in one URAM entry with the mask operation for
accessing the corresponding vertex. Secondly, the write latency of URAM is two cycles, and the
calculation of Gather PE also introduces latency. Due to the true dependency of the accumulation
operation, HLS tool generates logic with high initiation interval (II) [6] to avoid the read after write
hazard (RAW, a read occurs before the write is complete). In order to reduce the II of Gather PEs,
we deploy a set of registers for each Gather PE to cache the latest updates to URAMs. A coming
update will compare with the latest updates and be accumulated with the one matched in the
register. The read, calculation (with fixed-point data) and write can be finished in one cycle with
registers. This method guarantees enough distance for the updates to the same vertex in URAMs
hence eliminating RAW for URAMs.



2.5 Timing Optimizations
There are two design patterns prohibiting the implementations from achieving high clock frequency.
Firstly, the placements of multiple kernels may be far from each other with the constrained logic
resources, requiring long routing distance, as shown in Figure 4. In addition, the kernels are
connected with HLS streams implemented by BRAM blocks for deep ones (more than the depth
of 16) and shift registers for shallow ones (less than the depth of 16) [13], and BRAM blocks are
interleaved with logic resources in FPGAs. As a result, a deep stream may lead to critical paths, as
shown in the red lines in Figure 4. Secondly, data duplication operation which copies one data to
multiple replicas may significantly increase the fan-out (the output of a single logic gate). Since
HLS tools lack fine-grained physical constraints for routing, we propose two intuitive timing
optimizations to improve the frequency.
Stream slicing.The stream slicing technique slices a deep stream connected between two kernels to
multiple streams with smaller depths. For example, for a stream with a depth of 512, we reconstruct
it into three streams with the depth of 256, 2 (implemented by shift registers), and 256, respectively.
In this way, BRAMs from multiple BRAM blocks and shift registers in interleaved logic blocks are
used as data passers, as indicated in the green lines of Figure 4. Therefore, the long critical path is
cut to multiple shorter paths.
Multi-level data duplication. To solve the second problem, we propose a multi-level data du-
plication technique, which duplicates data through multiple stages instead of only one stage. In
this way, the high fan-out is amortized by multiple stages of logic; hence a better timing can be
achieved.

3 ACCELERATOR GENERATION
Based on the accelerator template and inputs from developers, ThunderGP automatically generates
the synthesizable accelerator to explore the full potentials of multi-SLR FPGA platforms. A well-
known issue of multi-SLR is the costly inter-SLR communication [14]. Furthermore, having multiple
independent memory channels physically located in different SLRs worsens the efficient mapping
of the kernels with high data transmission between the SLRs [14–16]. Exploring the full potentials
of the multi-SLR is generally a complicated problem with a huge solution space [16].
By following the principle of utilizing all the memory channels of the platform and avoiding

cross SLR kernel mapping, ThunderGP adopts effective heuristics to compute the desired number
of kernels within the memory bandwidth of the platform and fit the kernels into SLRs. Specifically,
ThunderGP groups𝑀 Scatter PEs, a shuffle, and 𝑁 Gather PEs as a kernel group, called a scatter-
gather kernel group since they are in one pipeline. On the other hand, it groups 𝑋 Apply PEs in
another kernel group, referred as an apply kernel group. For multi-SLR platforms with multiple
memory channels, each memory channel owns one scatter-gather kernel group that buffers the
same set of destination vertices and processes independently, while memory channels have only
one apply group as the apply stage needs to merge the results from multiple scatter-gather groups
before executing the apply logic.
Design space exploration. Firstly, ThunderGP calculates the required numbers of PEs (𝑀 , 𝑁
and 𝑋 ) of the scatter, gather, and apply stages to satisfy the memory bandwidth of the platform.
The𝑀 and 𝑁 are calculated by Equation 1, where𝑚𝑒𝑚_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ means the data width of one
memory channel (512-bit on our test FPGAs) and the 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 stands for the total size of
data read from memory channel per cycle (depends on parameters of the function). The 𝐼 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃𝐸
and 𝐼 𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑃𝐸 are initiation intervals of the Scatter PEs and the Gather PEs and are with the values
of 1 and 2, respectively, in our accelerator template. It then scales the number of scatter-gather
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Fig. 5. The implementation on an FPGA with three SLRs and four memory channels.

kernel groups to the number of memory channels of the platform, 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠 . Similarly, the
number of Apply PEs, 𝑋 , of the only apply kernel group is calculated by Equation 2.

𝑚𝑒𝑚_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

=
𝑀

𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃𝐸
=

𝑁

𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑃𝐸
(1)

𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠 ×𝑚𝑒𝑚_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

=
𝑋

𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦𝑃𝐸
(2)

Secondly, fitting scatter-gather and apply kernel groups into multi-SLR is modelled as a multiple
knapsack problem [17] where kernel groups are items with different weights (resource consumption)
and SLRs are knapsacks with their capacities (resources). The buffer size in gather stage is the main
factor of resource consumption of the scatter-gather kernel group. The apply kernel group usually
occupies fewer resources. In order to achieve high utilization of URAMs and reasonable frequency,
ThunderGP initializes the buffer size of the scatter-gather kernel group to an empirical value, 80%
of the maximal URAM capacity of an SLR (SLRs may have different URAM capacities). If the fitting
fails, it recursively reduces to a half of the size to fit again. Then, the size of the cache in scatter
stage is set to leverage the rest of the URAMs. All the sizes are with the number of power of two;
hence, the utilized URAM portion may not be precisely 80%. Since the number of kernel group is
small, we can solve the knapsack problem in a short time.
Automated generation. The acceleration generation process is automated in ThunderGP, with
the following steps. Firstly, with the inputs from developers, ThunderGP tunes the width of data
flow streams, generates parameters of the apply function, and integrates the scatter, the gather and
the apply functions to the accelerator template. Secondly, with the build-in hardware profiles for all
the supported FPGA platforms of the SDAccel [6], ThunderGP queries the number of SLRs, size
of available URAMs, number of memory channels, and the mapping between SLRs and memory
channels according to the platform model provided by developers. Thirdly, through the exploration
with above heuristics, ThunderGP ascertains the numbers of PEs, the number of scatter-gather
kernel group, the buffer size in the gather stage and the cache size in the scatter stage for the platform.
Fourthly, ThunderGP configures the parameters of the accelerator template and instantiates the
scatter-gather kernel groups and apply kernel group as independent kernels. Specially, ThunderGP
integrates a predefined logic to the apply kernel group for merging the results from scatter-gather
kernel groups. Finally, ThunderGP interfaces kernel groups to corresponding memory channels for
generating the synthesizable code. Figure 5 shows an example on an FPGA platform with three
SLRs, where all four memory channels are utilized, and four scatter-gather kernel groups and one
apply kernel group fit into the platform properly. Besides, our fitting method prevents placing the
scatter-gather kernel groups into the SLR-2, which has fewer resources than other SLRs due to the
occupation of the static region.



4 GRAPH PARTITIONING AND SCHEDULING
Large graphs are partitioned during the preprocessing phase to ensure the graph partitions fit into
the limited on-chip RAMs of FPGAs. Subsequently, the partitions are scheduled to coordinate with
the execution of the accelerator, especially with multiple kernel groups. We now introduce our
partitioning method and scheduling method, which are all encapsulated into the Host-APIs.

4.1 Graph Partitioning
Some previous studies [1–4, 18] perform edge sorting or reordering to ease the memory optimiza-
tions of the accelerator, leading to heavy preprocessing overhead. Meanwhile, many others [7, 8]
adopt interval-shard based partitioning method, which buffers both source vertices and destination
vertices into on-chip RAMs. However, the heavy data replication factor leads to massive data
transfer amount to the global memory.
ThunderGP adopts a low-overhead vertical partitioning method based on destination vertices.

The input is a graph in standard coordinate (COO) format [2], where edges are sorted by source
vertices. The outputs are graph partitions with each owning a vertex set and an edge list. Suppose
the graph has𝑉 vertices and the scatter-gather kernel group of the generated accelerator can buffer
𝑈 vertices. The vertices will be divided into ⌈𝑉 /𝑈 ⌉ partitions with the 𝑖𝑡ℎ partition having the vertex
set with indices ranging from (𝑖 − 1) ×𝑈 to 𝑖 ×𝑈 . The edges with the format of ⟨𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡,𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡⟩
will be scanned and dispatched into the edge list of the ⌈𝑑𝑠𝑡/𝑈 ⌉𝑡ℎ partition. An example is shown in
Figure 6, where the FPGA can buffer three vertices, and the graph has six vertices. Note that source
vertices of edges are still in ascending order even after partitioning. On the one hand, the proposed
method does not introduce heavy preprocessing operations such as edge sorting. On the other
hand, it reduces the number of partitions from ⌈𝑉 /𝑈 ⌉2 with the interval-shard based partitioning
method [7, 8] to ⌈𝑉 /𝑈 ⌉, which reduces partition switching overhead when implementing with
HLS.
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4.2 Partition Scheduling
With multiple scatter-gather kernel groups, the partitions should be appropriately scheduled to
maximize the utilization of computational resources. We hence propose a low-overhead fine-grained
partition scheduler. Assume we have 𝑁𝑔 scatter-gather kernel groups for the implementation on a
multi-SLR FPGA. Instead of one partition per kernel group, we schedule one partition to 𝑁𝑔 kernel
groups by vertically dividing the edge list of a partition into 𝑁𝑔 chunks with the same number of



edges. However, even though the chunks have the same number of edges, the execution time is
fluctuated due to irregular access patterns.
Execution time estimator. In order to achieve balanced scheduling of chunks, we propose a
polynomial regression model [19] to estimate the execution time of each chunk, 𝑇𝑐 , with respect
to the number of edges, 𝐸𝑐 , and the number of source vertices, 𝑉𝑐 . We randomly select subsets of
the chunks of the dataset and collect corresponding execution time of them to fit the regression
model. The final model is shown in Equation 3, where the highest orders of 𝑉𝑐 and 𝐸𝑐 are two and
one, respectively. The 𝐶0 is a scale factor specific to the application, and 𝛼0 to 𝛼4 are four model
coefficients.

𝑇𝑐 = 𝐶0 · (𝛼4𝑉 2
𝑐 + 𝛼3𝐸𝑐𝑉𝑐 + 𝛼2𝑉𝑐 + 𝛼1𝐸𝑐 + 𝛼0) (3)

Scheduling plan generation. Given the estimated execution time of each chunk, ThunderGP
invokes a greedy algorithm to find the final balanced scheduling plan. The search process is fast
since the number of kernel groups is generally small. An example is shown in Figure 7, where
a graph composed of two partitions is scheduled to four kernel groups. Furthermore, instead of
executing the apply stage after all the partitions finish the scatter-gather stage [9], we overlap the
execution of them by immediately executing the apply stage for a partition finishing the scatter-
gather stage. Putting it all together, our scheduling method achieves 30% improvement over the
sequential scheduling method on real-world graphs.
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A THE GAS MODEL

Algorithm 1 The GAS Model
1: while not done do
2: for all e in Edges do ⊲ The Scatter stage
3: u = new update
4: u.dst = e.dst
5: u.value = Scatter(e.w, e.src.value)
6: end for
7: for all u in Updates do ⊲ The Gather stage
8: u.dst.accum = Gather(u.dst.accum, u.value)
9: end for
10: for all v in Vertices do ⊲ The Apply stage
11: Apply(v.accum, v.value)
12: end for
13: end while



The Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model [20, 21] provides a high-level abstraction for various
graph processing algorithms and is widely adopted for graph processing frameworks [2–4, 8, 22].
ThunderGP’s accelerator template adopts a variant of push-based GAS models [21] (shown in
Algorithm 1), which processes edges by propagating from the source vertex to the destination
vertex.

The input is an unordered set of directed edges of the graph. Undirected edges in a graph can
be represented by a pair of directed edges. Each iteration contains three stages: the scatter, the
gather, and the apply. In the scatter stage (line 2 to 6), for each input edge with the format of
⟨𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡,𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡⟩, an update tuple is generated for the destination vertex of the edge. The update
tuple is of the format of ⟨𝑑𝑠𝑡, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒⟩, where dst is the destination vertex of the edge and value is
generated by processing the vertex properties and edge weights. In the gather stage (line 7 to 9), all
the update tuples generated in the scatter stage are accumulated for destination vertices. The final
apply stage (line 10 to 12) applies the accumulated value to compute the new vertex property for
the next iteration. The iterations will be ended when the termination criterion is met. ThunderGP
exposes corresponding functional APIs to customize the logic of three stages to accomplish different
algorithms.

B APPLICATIONS AND DATASETS
Seven common graph processing applications are used as benchmarks: PageRank (PR), Sparse
Matrix Vector Multiplication (SpMV), Breadth-First Search (BFS), Single Source Shortest Path
(SSSP), Closeness Centrality (CC), ArticleRank (AR), and Weakly Connected Component (WCC).
Detailed descriptions are shown in Table 4. The graph datasets are given in Table 3, which contain
synthetic [23] directed graphs and real-world large-scale directed graphs. All data types are 32-bit
integers.

Table 3. The graph datasets.

Graphs |𝑉 | |𝐸 | 𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 Graph type

rmat-19-32 (R19) [23] 524.3K 16.8M 32 Synthetic
rmat-21-32 (R21) [23] 2.1M 67.1M 32 Synthetic
rmat-24-16 (R24) [23] 16.8M 268.4M 16 Synthetic
graph500-scale23-ef16 (G23) [24] 4.6M 258.5M 56 Synthetic
graph500-scale24-ef16 (G24) [24] 8.9M 520.5M 59 Synthetic
graph500-scale25-ef16 (G25) [24] 17.0M 1.0B 61 Synthetic
wiki-talk (WT) [24] 2.4M 5.0M 2 Communication
web-google (GG) [24] 916.4K 5.1M 6 Web
amazon-2008 (AM) [24] 735.3K 5.2M 7 Social
bio-mouse-gene (MG) [24] 45.1K 14.5M 322 biological
web-hudong (HD) [24] 2.0M 14.9M 7 Web
soc-flickr-und (FU) [24] 1.7M 15.6M 9 Social
web-baidu-baike (BB) [24] 2.1M 17.8M 8 Web
wiki-topcats (TC) [25] 1.8M 28.5M 16 Web
pokec-relationships (PK) [25] 1.6M 30.6M 19 Social
wikipedia-20070206 (WP) [26] 3.6M 45.0M 13 Web
ca-hollywood-2009 (HW) [24] 1.1M 56.3M 53 Social
liveJournal1 (LJ) [25] 4.8M 69.0M 14 Social
soc-twitter (TW) [24] 21.3M 265.0M 12 Social



Table 4. The graph applications.

App. Description

PR Scores the importance and authority of a website through its links
SpMV Multiplies a sparse matrix (represented as a graph) with a vector
BFS Traverses a graph in a breadth ward from the selected node
SSSP Finds the shortest path from a selected node to another node
CC Detects nodes which could spread information very efficiently
AR Measures the transitive influence or connectivity of nodes
WCC Finds maximal subset of vertices of the graph with connection
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